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Serenity™ fiberglass pergola with semi-custom Spartan rafter tails
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WHY FIBERGLASS?
• Ease of Installation
• Low Maintenance
• Will not rot, check, split, or twist
• High strength to weight ratio
• Corrosion resistance
• Can be used around heat sources
• Weather and insect proof
• Prefinished with a ChromaGuard®
engineered coating
• Can be painted any color
• 20 foot clear spans
• Hollow columns and rafters act as a
conduit to conceal wiring
• Supports vines or climbing plants
• Consistency in appearance
• Pound for pound stronger than steel
• Limited Lifetime Warranty
WHY cPVC?
• Ease of installation
• Low maintenance
• Will not rot, check, or split
• Weather and insect proof
• Sturdy construction
• Ships complete with hardware
• High quality cellular PVC
• Ready to prime and paint
• 25 Year Limited Warranty
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Now with Napa Tails

SERENITYTM SERIES FIBERGLASS PERGOLA
Arbors Direct® manufactures
fiberglass pergola kits using
pultrusion technology to produce
the strongest yet lightest structures
available with a Limited Lifetime
Warranty. Our structural fiberglass
components are strong, light weight,
and provide a higher level of aesthetic
quality than vinyl or wood pergolas.
Serenity™ fiberglass pergolas
pre-finished with our white
Chromaguard® engineered coating,
Arbor-Loc® tie down system, and
our no-seam Napa Rafter Tails, they
are available with no-taper round or
square pultruded fiberglass columns
without neck moulding. Optional
wind-load/deck plates are available.
NOTE: SerenityTM fiberglass pergolas are single
support rafter with header style have the best
price and lead time.
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NO-TAPER ROUND COLUMN PERGOLA KITS
Overhead
Column
Column
Size
Center Size
Size
12' x 12'
8' X 8'
8" X 8'
14' x 14'
10' X 10'
10" X 8'
16' x 16'
12' X 12'
10" X 8'

Wind-Load
Rated

SQUARE COLUMN PERGOLA KITS
Overhead
Column
Column
Size
Center Size
Size
12' x 12'
8' X 8'
8" X 8'
14' x 14'
10' X 10'
10" X 8'
16' x 16'
12' X 12'
10" X 8'
Attached 12' x 10'
8' X 8'
8" X 8'
Attached 14' x 10'
10' X 8'
10" X 8'

SERENITYTM SERIES FIBERGLASS PERGOLA

SEMI-CUSTOM OPTIONS

For SerenityTM and TranquilityTM Predesigned Fiberglass Pergolas

CHROMAGUARD®

WIND-LOAD / DECK PLATES

Inspired designer colors to match your style.
Formulated specifically for Arbors Direct®, ChromaGuard® is a
strong, durable, engineered coating that seals and bonds to structural
fiberglass like a protective shell to ensure a long lasting quality finish.
ChromaGuard® is applied as a uniform finish at the factory so there is
no extra work required by the installer.
Arbors Direct® offers twelve inspired designer color formulas in
Cannon, Estate, Java, Moss, Saddle, Cream, Fog, Latte, Linen, Tricorn,
Cocoa, and White, our most popular color request.
Easy to install, easy to maintain, with a limited lifetime warranty.

White

Linen

Fog

Cream

Latte

Estate

Saddle

Java

Cannon

Moss

Tricorn

Cocoa

Standard Round Wind-Load/Deck Plate - 8"*
Standard Round Wind-Load/Deck Plate - 10"*
Standard Square Wind-Load/Deck Plate - 8"*
Standard Square Wind-Load/Deck Plate - 10"*
*Sold Separately, Deck Screws not included

•Fan Bracket Available

*Color may differ slightly due to print settings.
Please call for more information.

CHOOSE FROM THESE RAFTER TAIL OPTIONS

Napa (Standard)

Craftsman

Spartan

Windsor
Your pergola is more than just
shelter from the sun. Select from
thoughtful details that complement
your individual style and architecture.
Our decorative tail options give

Contemporary

Kensington

you a range of style choices when
customizing. From Spartan to Roman,
Kensington to Windsor, or Craftsman
to Napa, our thoughtful details
complement your personal style. Our

SEMI-CUSTOM OPTIONS

Roman
SerenityTM and TranquilityTM pergola
kits are decorated with the popular
Napa style tail rafter. Routed into the
heart of the material, our details are
structurally sound and handsome.
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TRANQUILITYTM SERIES PREDESIGNED FIBERGLASS PERGOLA

AN ISLAND OASIS RIGHT
IN YOUR OWN BACKYARD
Freestanding Structural Fiberglass
Tranquility™ Pergolas quickly transform a
blazing hot and uninspired backyard into an
affordable luxurious retreat for entertaining
or a private hideaway for relaxing. Imagine
all the comfort of indoor living in the
ultimate outdoor living room complete with
a fireplace hearth, TV, and kitchen. Entertain
friends and family, watch the game with your
neighbors, or just take a quiet nap on your
own private island oasis.

White

ACCENTUATE THE POSITIVE
WITH AN EXTENSION OF YOUR
LIVING SPACE OUTDOORS
Attached Structural Fiberglass Tranquility™
Pergolas allow you to expand your indoor living
space outdoors. Create a charming extension
of your home’s livable square footage by adding
interest with an impressive attached structural
fiberglass pergola to your patio or deck space.
Cook in and dine out… right outside your
own door. Not only practical and convenient,
attached pergolas add visual contrast and
beauty to your view and home. Sit on the
porch and enjoy watching the magic of sunrise
or sunset under the cover of your beautiful
attached pergola.
NOTE: Tranquility™ Series predesigned
fiberglass pergolas are double support rafter, no
header style.

Napa Rafter

FREESTANDING PREDESIGNED
10" x 8' Tapered SpunCast™ Round or Pultruded Square
Columns with Double Support Rafter and Napa Tails

ATTACHED PREDESIGNED
10" x 8' Tapered SpunCast™ Round or Pultruded Square
Columns with Double Support Rafter and Napa Tails

12’x12’

14’x18’

18’x12’

20’x18’

12’x10’

14’x14’

18’x10’

20’x16’

12’x14’

14’x20’

18’x14’

20’x20’

12’x12’

14’x16’

18’x12’

20’x18’

12’x16’

14’x22’

18’x16’

20’x22’

12’x14’

14’x20’

18’x14’

20’x20’

12’x18’

16’x12’

18’x18’

22’x12’

12’x16’

16’x10’

18’x16’

22’x10’

12’x22’

16’x14’

18’x22’

22’x14’

12’x18’

16’x12’

18’x20’

22’x12’

14’x12’

16’x16’

20’x12’

22’x16’

12’x20’

16’x14’

20’x10’

22’x14’

14’x14’

16’x18’

20’x14’

22’x18’

14’x10’

16’x16’

20’x12’

22’x16’

14’x16’

16’x22’

20’x16’

22’x22’

14’x12’

16’x20’

20’x14’

22’x20’

TRANQUILITYTM PREDESIGNED FREE STANDING AND ATTACHED
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Let us turn
your outdoor
dreams into
a reality.

Pergolas are a great way to add a shade structure
to any outdoor space, pool, or spa area. Designed
for both beauty and strength, pergolas can turn any
backyard into an affordable luxurious retreat for
entertaining friends and family, grilling and watching
the game, or simply relaxing in the great outdoors.
Arbors Direct is the leading manufacturer of cuttingedge structural fiberglass arbors and pergolas for
residential and commercial applications. Fiberglass
has been used to replace wood in residential and
commercial construction for decades. Arbors Direct
has gained a reputation for outstanding quality and
service. Pultrusion technology produces the strongest
yet lightest structures available with a reasonable
price-point. Now, structural fiberglass allows for the
construction of pergolas that are far superior to those
that have come before, transforming a hot and sunny
backyard into an elegant outdoor experience.
Our in-house design team is ready to work with you to
design a custom pergola that meets your exact needs.
We offer a wide selection of colors, column types,
sizes, and shapes to fit your space and style. Our design
software, Structure Studios provides a full color video
presentation when choosing a custom pergola. There
is almost no limit to what can be created. To request a
custom design, using the form on page 9, send us your
measurements, choose the perfect color(s), columns,
and rafter tail design to complement your style. Arbors
Direct will send a quote within 48hrs.
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CUSTOM FIBERGLASS PERGOLAS

CUSTOM FIBERGLASS PERGOLA SUBMITTAL FORM

(Standard)
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MOR-SHADE ® FOR STRUCTURAL FIBERGLASS PERGOLAS
Arbors Direct® offers three ways to increase the shade provided by your pergola:
Mor-Shade® Canopy, Purlin, and Shade Sail. Each option is specifically designed to be
an attractive accent to your pergola and create a shelter from the sun’s rays.
The combination of an Arbors Direct® pergola and a Mor-Shade®
shade solution is the ultimate combination of beauty, function, and
versatility to create your outdoor living room.
Designed for ease of use our exclusive retractable
Mor-Shade® Canopy slides on a wired system
that is ready to install out of the box. The unique
modular design is easy to install, just like our
fiberglass pergolas, to enhance your outdoor living
experience. Designed to quickly lock individual
canopy panels in place to provide shelter from
the sun or remove panels as quickly when the sun
goes down.

NEW

CANOPY AND SAIL COLOR OPTIONS

Pacific

Wren

Terra Cotta

Indigo

Charcoal

Pebble

**Color may differ slightly due to print settings.
Please call for more information.

MOR-SHADE ® SHADE SAIL
The Mor-Shade® Shade Sail
is a solid fabric cover that
is easy to install and remove
based on weather
conditions and
time of year.

NOTE: Mor-Shade® Canopy and Shade Sail
must be removed prior to a severe weather
occurrence or the warranty is void.

MOR-SHADE ® PURLIN
Increase the size and number of purlin on the top
of the pergola to increase the amount of shade
provided by the pergola.
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MOR-SHADE® CANOPY

MONARCH® SERIES FIBERGLASS PERGOLA KIT
The Monarch® was created for residential use as
cost-effective shade structure adding value to
any outdoor living space. Today’s buyer is willing
to pay a premium for a home with an outdoor
living space. Designed for both beauty and
strength, Monarch® pergolas can transform a
boring backyard into a delightful, yet affordable
retreat for hosting a party or barbeque and
catching up with family and friends.
Monarch® pergolas are available in 10'x10'
and 12'x12' kits with square columns. Suitable
for any climate, structural fiberglass is highly
durable and can support heavy vine growth
with the bonus of being insect and weather
proof. The material will not expand or contract,
twist, warp, or bow through the changes of
the seasons. Monarch® pergolas come factory
primed and ready to paint.
Easy to install the pergola can be completed in
a matter of hours. Relax knowing you will enjoy
your Monarch® pergola for years to come with
low maintenance and limited lifetime warranty.

KIT SIZES
10' x 10'

12' x 12'

TRELLISES AND EYEBROWS
Enchanting details in just a wink
The eyebrow trellis is the perfect addition to your house.
Designed to complement your architecture, it allows
for filtered sunlight to add interest, and flowering vines
to bring down the scale of the house, on broad areas
providing overhead protection, and softening any harsh
architectural lines. The eyebrow trellis is a charming
addition to your structure. We have designed 3 standard
sizes of eyebrows with Napa tails.
If these sizes don’t meet your needs our in-house design
team is ready to work with you to design a custom
eyebrow or trellis that meets your exact needs. We offer
a wide selection of colors, types, sizes, and shapes to fit
your design aesthetics and space.
EYEBROWS/TRELLISES
11' Eyebrow

18' Eyebrow

20' Eyebrow

*Custom Sizes Available
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SOLACE™ SERIES FIBERGLASS PERGOLA
The flexible design of Arbors Direct’s contemporary Solace™ pergola makes it a smart choice.
Manufactured to utilize our Mor-Shade® sail or canopy, Solace™ delivers shade with a crisp, clean appearance.

NEW

Shown with Mor-Shade® Sail

Overhead Size

Column Center

Column Size*

Free Standing 8' x 8'

8' x 8'

10" x 9'

Free Standing 10' x 10'

10' x 10'

10" x 9'

Free Standing 12' x 12'

12' x 12'

10" x 9'

*Columns are Square Pultruded Columns

UNDERSTANDING PERGOLA DIMENSIONS - LENGTH X WIDTH (PROJECTION)
FREESTANDING PERGOLAS

Front View
Beam / Structural rafters run
the length of the pergola.

Side View
Rafters run the width
(Projection) of the pergola.

ATTACHED PERGOLAS

Front View
Ledger runs length
of pergola.

NOTE: Pergola sizes are described as length x width as shown in the examples above.
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Side View
Width (Projection) of the
pergola top projects from
the structure.

FIBERGLASS SWING ARBORS
Exceptionally strong, beautifully designed, and built to last, our Entry Arbors
and Swing Arbors are the perfect accent to any landscaping project. Stock and
Custom Kits are available for Entry and Swing Arbors. Choose from a variety
of colors or custom-match the color to your specifications with square or
round columns.
Developed to complement our pergolas, Entry Arbors and Swing Arbors
are an excellent value and offer a lifetime of beauty and low-maintenance
enjoyment. A stock Entry Arbor measures 12’x3’ and comes pre-finished in
white ChromaGuard®, our exclusive engineered coating. Both the Entry and
Swing Arbors will support any type of vine or climbing
plant and can be used in commercial
applications, such as vineyards.
FIBERGLASS SWING ARBORS
		 Column
Description
Size

Column
Type

12' x 3'
10" x 8'
Swing Arbor		

SpunCast™
Round Tapered

12' x 3'
10" x 8'
Swing Arbor		

Pultruded
Square

*Swing Not Included

ENTRY ARBOR
Easy to install with clearly marked parts and hardware
included, our Entry Arbors and Swing Arbors can be
completed in a matter of hours. Easy to maintain, with little
to no maintenance, and a limited lifetime warranty, you will
enjoy their Entry or Swing Arbor for years to come.

FIBERGLASS ENTRY ARBORS
Description

Column Size

Column Type

12' x 3'
10" x 8'
Entry Arbor		

SpunCast™
Round Tapered

12' x 3'
10" x 8'
Entry Arbor		

Pultruded
Square
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Arbors Direct® Privacy Screens can turn a busy,
open living or dining area into a private nook
or sanctuary. These structures are ideal for
creating secluded spaces around pools, spas,
outdoor dining areas, or for concealing pool
pumps and heating/AC units. Good privacy
screens make good neighbors. Privacy screens
are ideal for apartments and condominiums
that share patio and balcony space, new
construction and ocean front properties where
corrosion can be an issue. Engineered with
angled slats allowing air to circulate while
maintaining the utmost privacy.
Both the 12’ Freestanding Privacy Screen and a
24’ Freestanding Corner Screen are beautifully
designed and available with square columns
and Napa rafter tails. We can also design
custom privacy screens to meet your specific
project requirements.
Three sizes of Attached Privacy Screens are
available for the 12’, 14’, and 16’ standard stock
square column pergolas as an accessory or
after-market option.
PRIVACY SCREENS - FREE STANDING
Description

Column Size

Column Type

12’ Privacy Screen

10” x 8'

Square Pultruded

24’ Corner Privacy Screen

10” x 8'

Square Pultruded

PRIVACY SCREEN ATTACHMENT FOR PERGOLAS
Description*

Column Type

8’ Privacy Screen for 12’x12’ Stock Fiberglass Pergola

Pultruded

10’ Privacy Screen for 14’x14’ Stock Fiberglass Pergola

Pultruded

12’ Privacy Screen for 16’x16’ Stock Fiberglass Pergola

Pultruded

*Designed for use with square columns.
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FIBERGLASS PRIVACY SCREENS

HARMONYTM SERIES PREDESIGNED PVC PERGOLA
The craftsmen at Arbors Direct® manufacture
cPVC pergolas from high quality cellular PVC.
The pergolas are unaffected by moisture and
insects making them perfect for creating
outdoor living scenarios. Our cellular

ARCHED TOP CELLULAR
PVC PERGOLAS
Overhead Dimensions
Column Center
Column Style
14' X 14'
10' x 10'
Round/Square
14' X 16'
10' x 12'
Round/Square
14' X 18'
10' x 14'
Round/Square
16' X 16'
12' x 12'
Round/Square
16' X 16'
12' x 14'
Round/Square
18' X 18'
14' x 14'
Round/Square

PVC pergolas are easy to install and low
maintenance. Available with a choice of
10" x 8' Round Tapered or 8" x 8' Square
SpunCast™ Columns with double support
rafters and Classic tails.

FREE STANDING AND ATTACHED
FLATTOP CELLULAR PVC PERGOLAS
Overhead Dimensions
Column Center
Column Style
14' X 14'
10' x 10'
Round/Square
14' X 16'
10' x 12'
Round/Square
14' X 18'
10' x 14'
Round/Square
16' X 16'
12' x 12'
Round/Square
16' X 16'
12' x 14'
Round/Square
18' X 18'
14' x 14'
Round/Square

Canopies sold separately
*See Warranty
NOTE: Follow painting instructions. Can not be painted dark colors.

HARMONYTM SERIES PREDESIGNED PVC PERGOLA
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We make
pergolas easy!
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